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Abstract

The recent launch of satellite instrument TROPOMI has made it possible
to monitor important trace gases such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2) with a much
higher spatial resolution and precision compared to predecessor OMI. Still,
certain features of the NO2 retrieval used to process the satellite instrument
measurements are not clear. In this work, the influence of the so-called intensity
offset on the spectral fitting was investigated. We found that this intensity offset
only plays a significant role over cloud-free ocean scenes, where its inclusion has
a considerable positive effect on the fit. The uncertainties of the slant column
densities of most fitted trace gases decrease with approximately 8% when the
intensity offset is included. Next to this, the NO2 slant column density itself
decreases with approximately 4% over cloud-free ocean pixels, and does not
change over other scenes. These results call for the inclusion of this intensity
offset in the DOAS fitting. However, it was also found that the intensity offset
correlates strongly with the liquid water coefficient, as well as with the difference
in the Ring effect coefficient. Next to this, fit residual spectra show that when
the intensity offset is included, spectral features that are most likely related to
vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) on liquid water molecules disappear. This
suggests that an arbitrary intensity offset is able to at least partially compensate
for the effect of VRS. It is recommended to include and investigate a term in
the spectral fitting that is mathematically able to compensate correctly for the
spectral features of VRS in liquid water.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Remote sensing of NO2 in the atmosphere

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is an important trace gas in the Earth’s atmosphere. It
can enter the atmosphere due to human-induced fossil fuel combustion and biomass
burning, but also due to natural processes such as wild fires and lightning. NO2 itself
is a minor greenhouse gas, but its indirect effects on the atmosphere are large. In
the stratosphere, it acts as a catalyst for ozone destruction, as well as for formation
of unreactive halogen resevoir species such as chlorine nitrate (ClONO2). In the
troposphere, nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO & NO2) and volatile organic compounds
stimulate ozone formation. Also, with the hydroxyl radical (OH) it can form nitric
acid (HNO3) which leads to acid rains and in turn will acidify soil and water bodies
[Van Geffen et al., 2015,Richter et al., 2011].

Given the importance of NO2, monitoring its distribution on a global scale is es-
sential. Measurements with instruments aboard polar orbiting satellites provide such
global covarage, while ground-based measurements are used to validate the satellite
measurements. The unique spectral absorption structures of NO2 in the UV/Vis re-
gion make it possible to determine its concentrations using the differential optical
absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) data retrieval technique [Platt and Stutz, 2008].
DOAS is based on the Lambert-Beer law, which describes the attenuation of light
through a medium. A satellite instrument measures the radiance of the Earth, i.e.
sunlight that has passed through the atmosphere and is scattered or reflected by
the surface back to the satellite, losing some of its intensity due to absorption and
scattering effects. In DOAS, as will be described in more detail in the next section,
the radiance is fitted to a sum of spectral contributions, namely molecular trace gas
absorption from molecules such as NO2, ozone and water vapor, and elastic scattering
(Mie & Rayleigh) as well as inelastic scattering effects (rotational Raman scattering
on O2 and N2 molecules, the so-called ‘Ring’-effect) [Platt and Stutz, 2008,Zara et al.,
2018].

The spectral fitting method is still being improved, ranging from including new
spectral structures such as the absorption spectra of liquid water [Peters et al., 2014,
Van Geffen et al., 2015], the O2-O2 complex [Van Geffen et al., 2015] and desert sand
and soil [Richter et al., 2011], to improving the wavelength calibration [Zara et al.,
2018] and including a so-called intensity offset [Peters et al., 2016,Zara et al., 2018].
This intensity offset is included in the fit as an offset to the measured radiance, and
is usually included in order to reduce the effects of certain instrumental features such
as dark current and stray light, but is also said to compensate for certain atmospheric
effects. However, the arguments in favor of this intensity offset are usually not very
strong, being reported as ‘...possible contamination of measured radiances ’ [De Smedt
et al., 2008], ‘..could result from instrumental straylight ’ [Peters et al., 2016] and ‘...it
may also account for atmospheric effects ’ [Zara et al., 2018]. Still, several results
show that including this intensity offset can improve the spectral fitting, based on
comparison with ground-based measurements as well as an improvement of the root-
mean-square (RMS) error of the fit [Vountas et al., 2003, Peters et al., 2014, Peters
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et al., 2016, Zara et al., 2018]. In the current work, we try to better understand
the nature and importance of this intensity offset regarding the NO2 retrieval from
TROPOMI data.

1.2 Previous works on the intensity offset

Although literature specifically on the intensity offset in DOAS is very scarce, there
are some works that offer insight into what this intensity offset may account or com-
pensate for. Below, the most relevant works mentioning the intensity offset in DOAS
retrievals have been summarized.

• Aliwell et al. (2002): Mentions that the Ring effect is essentially an offset on
the measured spectrum. Also, instrumental effects such as straylight and dark
current in the satellite spectrometer can cause an offset [Aliwell et al., 2002].

• Wagner et al. (2004): Includes inverse Fraunhofer spectrum (absorption lines
in the solar spectrum) to correct for electronic offset, dark current and spectro-
graph straylight [Wagner et al., 2004].

• Platt & Stutz (2008): Mentions adding an ‘extra’ intensity spectrum to com-
pensate for straylight and electronic offset in the spectrometer [Platt and Stutz,
2008].

• De Smedt et al. (2008): Includes a linear intensity offset to correct for possible
contamination of the measured radiances by spectral straylight [De Smedt et al.,
2008].

• Richter et al. (2011): Article focusing on improved NO2 fitting. Includes in-
tensity offset to partially correct for vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) on
liquid H2O molecules, referring to a 2003 article by Vountas et al. However,
that work does not specifically mention an intensity offset and concludes that it
is best to include a VRS spectrum to compensate for this effect [Richter et al.,
2011,Vountas et al., 2003].

• Coburn et al. (2011): Focusing on ground-based DOAS, includes a linear in-
tensity offset to account for spectral stray light. Mentions that dark current
is negligible in measurements. However, also mentions an interference of the
included intensity offset with the Ring effect spectrum [Coburn et al., 2011].

• Peters et al. (2014): Includes a constant intensity offset, very clearly explains
that it accounts for spectrometer stray light and dark current, but also argues
that because of its implementation in the DOAS method as being inversely
dependent on the Fraunhofer spectrum, the intensity offset has similar features
as the Ring effect and narrow-banded VRS structures. [Peters et al., 2014].

• Lampel et al. (2015): Includes a constant offset to correct for straylight, shows
that it can also effectively compensate for a part of VRS features on N2 and
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O2 molecules in the atmosphere, but also mentions VRS on liquid H2O. How-
ever, inclusion of both an offset and VRS spectra posed some interference and
entanglement issues [Lampel et al., 2015].

• QA4ECV deliverable 4.2 (2016): Introduces offset without references, poses that
an intensity offset can compensate for instrumental straylight and dark current
effects, as well as incomplete removal of Ring effect structures. Results with
and without constant offset showed potential compensation of VRS structures
on liquid water [Peters et al., 2016].

• Zara et al. (2018): Includes a constant intensity offset, reporting that it corrects
for straylight, instrumental thermal instabilities, dark current, wavelength shifts
and possibly also incomplete Ring removal [Zara et al., 2018].

It can be concluded from the literature that a lot of different effects are said to be
compensated for by including an intensity offset in the DOAS retrieval. These effects
can be subdivided into two main groups, namely instrumental effects (particularly
straylight but also electronic offsets and dark current) and absorption and scattering
effects (notably VRS structures and incomplete Ring effect removal).

Straylight is unwanted radiation reaching the detector from scattering on imper-
fections in the optical elements of the spectrometer itself. Typically, straylight is a
small contribution to the measured radiance, on the order of 0.1% of the incoming ra-
diance. However, it can still give rise to systematic measurement errors. These errors
usually have a magnitude that is dependent on the spectral features of the measured
radiance, and can as such be interpreted as an offset to the measured spectrum. Thus,
accounting for straylight could be done by taking into account a spectral feature that
is proportional to the solar or Earth spectrum [Feinholz et al., 2009].

Instrumental artifacts such as dark current are less easy to define properly. In-
troducing a constant intensity offset to account for dark current is not strange since
dark current is a feature that is always present, usually with a constant magnitude,
although it can also be signal-dependent [Platt and Stutz, 2008].

VRS on liquid water is an inelastic scattering effect, causing the redistribution
of photons over the wavelength range, and therefore causing a filling-in of the solar
absorption Fraunhofer lines [Vountas et al., 2003]. This effect is comparable to the
atmospheric Ring effect (named after mr. J. Ring), however the Ring effect, rotational
Raman scattering (RRS) on N2 and O2 molecules, is much more defined and induces a
different photon redistribution than VRS [Vountas et al., 1998]. Both VRS and RRS
can be modeled similarly in DOAS as a pseudo-absorber, with a spectrum derived
from radiative transport models. These spectra are similar to the Fraunhofer or solar
spectrum. Thus, substituting these for an offset scaled on the solar spectrum will
yield a similar result [Vasilkov et al., 2002, Vountas et al., 2003, Peters et al., 2014].
This is confirmed by the results shown by Lampel (2015) that including an intensity
offset as well as a VRS spectrum will lead to entanglement issues [Lampel et al.,
2015].
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1.3 Research question formulation

From literature it is clear that this intensity offset is said to compensate for instru-
mental and atmospheric effects, and including it can influence the NO2 slant column
densities and their uncertainties. Even though the specific literature on these causes
is scarce, the arguments are not completely strange or incomplete. However, these
effects individually may be reported on properly, the explanation on what this inten-
sity offset actually accounts for and most of all if one should include it in the DOAS
fitting or not, is not clear. With the recent launch of the satellite Sentinel 5p carrying
TROPOMI (TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument), and the scheduled launch of its
successor Sentinel 5 in 2021, it is important to reconsider the details of the DOAS
retrievals in use for data analysis by KNMI, that currently do not include an intensity
offset.

The research question of this investigation is thus defined as: What is the influence
of its inclusion on the fit performance, and what is the physical meaning of the DOAS
intensity offset? To answer the question of physical meaning, the focus will lie on
investigating where and under what geophysical conditions the intensity offset plays
a role. Also, the influence of including an intensity offset on the other fit variables,
such as the trace gas SCDs and Ring effect, will be investigated, in order to determine
its influence on the overall fit performance.

In the next section, Method & conditions, a more in-depth explanation of the
DOAS principle and its model implementation will be given, as well as a description of
the data analysis conditions and assumptions that were made. In section 3, Results &
discussion, the fit and data analysis results will be presented, along with explanations
and discussion of the findings. Finally, in section 4, Conclusions & recommendations,
the most important finding will be summarized and relevant conclusions will be given,
followed by some final remarks and suggestions for future work.
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2 Method & conditions

2.1 Satellite-borne DOAS retrieval

The DOAS principle is based on the Lambert-Beer law, which describes the attenu-
ation or extinction of light through a medium [Platt and Stutz, 2008]:

R(λ) =
I(λ)

I0(λ)
≈ exp[−Lσ(λ)c] (1)

where R(λ) denotes the sun-normalized radiance, defined as the ratio of the incoming
(earth) radiance I(λ) and the (solar) irradiance I0(λ). Usually R(λ) is defined as the
reflectance, which equals the sun-normalized radiance but multiplied with an extra
term to compensate for a small difference in units. In principle, when the reflectance
is mentioned in this work, the sun-normalized radiance is referred to. L is the effective
photon path of the light, c is the concentration of the species of interest, and σ(λ) is
the absorption cross-section of this species at wavelength λ. The product of L and c
is often referred to as the column density N [Platt and Stutz, 2008].

In satellite-borne DOAS retrievals, solar light travels through the atmosphere and
reflects on the Earth’s surface or is scattered by molecules in the atmosphere before it
reaches the satellite. The medium it passes through therefore consists of two different
paths through the atmosphere, as is visualized in Figure 1. These two paths together
form a slant column. Also, the effects accounting for the attenuation of the light are
not only the absorption from the molecules in the atmosphere, but also elastic and
inelastic scattering, as well as other extinction features, such as extinction on the
earth’s surface [Platt and Stutz, 2008].

Figure 1: Satellite-borne DOAS, schematic visualization [Platt and Stutz, 2008].

In DOAS, the measured reflectance is matched to a model reflectance, which is
essentially split in three main contributions: a spectrally smooth radiation attentua-
tion, molecular absorption, and other effects such as the Ring effect and instrumental
features. The first effect is covered by a low-order polynomial P (λ) =

∑
amλ

m, and
more specifically covers the extinction effects by Rayleigh and Mie scattering, as well
as slowly varying broadband effects and smooth surface reflection and absorption. The
second contribution is a sum of the absorption spectra of the relevant species mul-
tiplied by their respective slant column densities. The molecules taken into account
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depends on the wavelength region of interest, since most molecules have a distinct
spectrum in a certain wavelength range. Another important atmospheric process to
account for in DOAS is the Ring effect, which corresponds to inelastic rotational Ra-
man scattering effects of incoming light by N2 and O2 molecules in the atmosphere.
This scattering leads to a filling-in of the Fraunhofer lines in the radiance spectrum.
Therefore, it is possible to include this Ring effect with a synthetic differential Ring
‘absorption’ spectrum [Platt and Stutz, 2008, Van Geffen, 2015]. Other effects that
may be included in the DOAS fit are compensations for instrumental effects that can
be represented in spectral form, e.g. straylight and polarisation. In this study, these
effects will not be considered individually, mainly because TROPOMI has currently
not given any indications that the current polarisation and straylight corrections do
not work properly. Instead, the addition of a so-called intensity offset is investigated.

The DOAS fit as it is used in the NO2 processing of data from the satellite instru-
ments OMI and TROPOMI is structured as follows [Van Geffen, 2015]:

I(λ)

I0(λ)
= P (λ) · exp

[
−

Nk∑
k=1

σk(λ) ·Ns,k

]
·
(

1 + Cring
Iring(λ)

I0(λ)

)
+ r(λ) (2)

where Ns,k represents the slant column density of species k, Cring and Iring represent
the Ring coefficient and synthetic Ring spectrum, respectively, and r(λ) is the fit
residual. The formulation of Equation 2 is usually referred to as an ‘intensity fit’
and in this form it is fully non-linear due to the way the Ring effect is included: the
term describes both the contribution of elastic scattering to the differential absorption
signatures (i.e. the 1), as well as the modification of these differential structures by
inelastic scattering (the + CringIring/I0 term) to the reflectance spectrum.

Many other DOAS applications use an ‘optical density fit’ formulation of the
DOAS equation, which essentially is a linearised version of Equation 2 in terms of
the logarithm of the reflectance (the optical density) [Van Geffen, 2015]:

ln

[
I(λ)

I0(λ)

]
= P ∗(λ) −

Nk∑
k=1

σk(λ) ·N∗
s,k − σRing(λ) · C∗

ring + r∗(λ) (3)

where σRing(λ) represents the differential cross-section of the Ring effect, obtained
from Iring/I0 by subtracting a low-order polynomial. In this formulation the Ring
effect can be seen as a pseudo-absorber.

QDOAS [Danckaert et al., 2016], the software performing the DOAS fit that was
used in this work, makes uses of the optical density fitting shown in Equation 3. An
intensity offset polynomial Poff (λ) can be introduced in this optical density fit as
follows [Peters et al., 2014,Zara et al., 2018]:

ln

[
I(λ) − Poff (λ)

I0(λ)

]
≈ ln

[
I(λ)

I0(λ)

]
+
Poff (λ)

I(λ)
(4)

where the Taylor expansion on the right-hand-side illustrates that the intensity offset
generates a term of optical depth proportional to 1/I(λ). This indicates that the
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spectral structures predominantly consist of the Fraunhofer lines, showing a similarity
with the implementation of the Ring effect [Peters et al., 2014]. As was seen in the
literature overview in section 1.2, most works include a constant offset, while some
use a linear offset. In the current work, it was chosen to include a constant intensity
offset parameter in the DOAS fit: Poff = coffS, where coff is the fit coefficient and
S is a scaling factor representing the average irradiance in the fit window.

2.2 Fit and data analysis conditions

To investigate the intensity offset, two type of DOAS fittings will be performed; one
without an intensity offset and one including the intensity offset. A comparison of the
offset parameter and the change in the other fit variables, under various conditions,
will be performed in order to answer the research question. Also, the main focus will
be on the NO2 results, since this is the species of interest.

Furthermore included in the fit are the absorption spectra of NO2, ozone, water
vapor, the O2-O2 complex, and liquid water. Also, the Ring effect is taken into account
as a pseudo-absorber. Next to this, a 5th order polynomial is taken into account, while
the intensity offset is included as a constant (i.e. zeroth order polynomial), scaled
with the average solar irradiance spectrum. Also, a wavelength calibration (stretch
and squeeze) of the radiance as well as the irradiance spectra have been performed.
For more details, the reader is referred to works by Zara (2018) and Van Geffen (2015)
that offer a more in-depth explanation of the implementations and specific reference
spectra used in the fits [Van Geffen et al., 2015,Zara et al., 2018].

The various conditions that are evaluated are cloudy/cloud-free, land/ocean and
clear/opaque water surface (ocean only). The cloudy conditions are based on the
cloud radiance fraction (CRF), which is determined using the cloud fraction as well
as the surface albedo. The CRF is used instead of the cloud fraction to ensure that the
evaluated pixel (the satellite detector resolution) is cloud-free, and not ‘contaminated’
with clouds. CRF> 0.5 is regarded as cloudy, CRF< 0.2 as cloud-free. To distinguish
between land and ocean, the so-called snow-ice-flag was used. This flag is based on
geological position, so it is not a measurement, and distinguishes between several
geophysical surfaces. For this work, only ice-free ocean and land have been taken
into account. Situations like sea-ice and mixed coastal pixels have not been taken
into consideration. Furthermore, the liquid water coefficient or penetration depth was
used to distinguish clear and opaque oceans. Ocean water with a lot of chlorophyll
and organic compounds is very opaque and has a higher surface reflectance than clear
oceans. This will result in near-zero liquid water coefficients, even though there is
liquid water [Vountas et al., 2003,Van Geffen et al., 2015]. Opaque waters are defined
with H2O coeff. < 0.5 m, clear waters with H2O coeff. > 1.0 m. From early results,
it was seen that including the intensity offset or not in the fit has no correlation with
sun glint (on ocean water) or the wavelength calibration in the (ir)radiance, hence
these issues are not discussed in this study.

The specific satellite instruments of which the data will be used for analysis are
TROPOMI (TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument), launched in October 2017, and
OMI (Ozone Monitoring Instrument), launched in 2004 but still in orbit. The goal
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of both satellites is monitoring the atmospheric species related to air quality and
climate. What sets TROPOMI apart is the increased resolution of the ground pixels
(13 km x 25 km for OMI vs. 3.5 km x 7 km for TROPOMI). TROPOMI results in
the present work are based on preliminary, not yet fully calibrated and/or validated,
data that may still change. The OMI results have been taken into account as a form
of data validation. It was chosen to evaluate three different orbits, each with different
situations, in order to get a good mix of different scenes in the total results. The orbits
chosen run over China, India & the Indian ocean, Europe & Africa, and the Pacific
ocean. Especially the orbit over the Pacific ocean is quite insightful, since it covers
only ocean and has little pollution. The specific orbit numbers of the TROPOMI and
OMI data are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1: TROPOMI & OMI orbit numbers.

Orbit OMI
(01/07/2005)

TROPOMI
(13/12/2017)

India & Indian ocean 05112 00864
Europa & Africa 05115 00867
Pacific ocean 05121 00873

Lastly, for the sake of the data analysis, only a part of the orbit is considered.
Along-track, only the pixels between 45◦ North and 45◦ South of the equator have
been taken into account, to avoid the polar regions (with a lot of ice and very high
reflectances) and large solar zenith angles. Also, some across-track rows have been
removed from the data analysis to avoid large off-nadir viewing angles. For OMI this
means 2 rows and for TROPOMI this means approximately 22 rows on either side of
the swath. Figures 2a and 2b show the Earth maps of the cloud radiance fraction of
the three orbits for OMI and TROPOMI respectively. It can be seen that because of
the difference in season, the OMI data from the summer includes the Northern polar
parts, while the TROPOMI data from the winter includes the Southern polar parts.
As was mentioned before these parts are not taken into account in the data analysis.
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(a) OMI orbits 5112, 5115 & 5121 (right-to-left).

(b) TROPOMI orbits 864, 867 & 873 (right-to-left).

Figure 2: Earth maps of cloud radiance fraction, including all rows and columns (no filtering
applied).
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3 Results & discussion

3.1 General investigation

Maps of specific regions

To get a general idea of the behavior of the intensity offset, two specific scenes have
been chosen with a mix of geophysical situations, i.e. cloudy, cloud-free land and
cloud-free ocean scenes. The specific scenes chosen are a zoom-in of OMI orbit 05112
and TROPOMI orbit 00864 over India and the Indian ocean, shown in Figure 3a-3d,
and a zoom-in of OMI orbit 05115 and TROPOMI orbit 00867 over the Mediterranean
basin and the Sahara desert, shown in Figure 4a-4d. For both scenes, the cloud
radiance fraction (CRF) as well as the intensity offset coefficient are presented for
both OMI and TROPOMI.

First, it can be seen that the largest intensity offsets can be found over ocean
scenes, and not over land. Only for the OMI orbit, some larger offset values are
found over the Indian mainland in areas with a low CRF surrounded by bright clouds.
For TROPOMI, the coastline seems to be a defined border for the magnitude of the
intensity offset. This is best seen following the coastline of Sri Lanka (Figure 3d),
where the offsets over the island are approximately zero, while over the surrounding
ocean the values are significantly positive in magnitude. OMI data (Figure 3b) shows
similar features, but with lower resolution. Next to this land/ocean difference, also a
correlation can be observed between the cloud radiance fraction and the magnitude
of the intensity offset. It seems that for both OMI and TROPOMI data, a high cloud
radiance fraction is correlated with near-zero intensity offsets. At certain cloudy
scenes, even negative offsets are observed, mostly for the OMI orbit. The (anti-)
correlation with the cloud-radiance fraction is nicely illustrated in the TROPOMI
data of Figure 3d, where over the Indian Ocean some patches of near-zero intensity
offsets are directly related to patches of clouds.
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(a) CRF, OMI orbit 05112. (b) Intensity offset, OMI orbit 05112.

(c) CRF, TROPOMI orbit 00864. (d) Intensity offset, TROPOMI orbit 00864.

Figure 3: CRF and intensity offset map zoom-ins over India and Indian Ocean, 0-20N,
65E-105E, OMI & TROPOMI.

Similar observations can be made from the results from the orbit over the Mediter-
ranean basin and the Sahara desert, presented in Figures 4a-4d. Again, it can clearly
be seen that the largest intensity offset magnitudes are found over cloud-free ocean
scenes. The intensity offset is near-zero, and even slightly negative for OMI, over the
Sahara desert. A notable feature is the area with high intensity offsets in the OMI
orbit (Figure 4b), that seems to be correlated with a small cloud-free ocean area in
between very cloudy scenes. This feature, also observed in the South of India in Fig-
ure 3b, was also observed previously in the QA4ECV Delivirable [Peters et al., 2016].
However, since the focus in this study lies on general patterns and observations and
not on specific scenes, this was not investigated any further. Also, this work focuses
on TROPOMI results, where these features were not observed.

When comparing the TROPOMI and OMI data, the observed features and cor-
relations are similar. The cloud distribution is very different, the anti-correlation of
the CRF and the intensity offset is seen for both instruments. The most notable
difference between OMI and TROPOMI is the spatial resolution. Furthermore, OMI
data also seems to have certain along-track stripe features, that can result in larger
errors in the data. In fact, the OMI NO2 slant column data is de-striped on the basis
of the observed striping in Pacific Ocean orbits before further further processing and
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usage.

(a) CRF, OMI orbit 05115. (b) Intensity offset,OMI orbit 05115.

(c) CRF, TROPOMI orbit 00867. (d) Intensity offset, TROPOMI orbit 00867.

Figure 4: CRF and intensity offset map zoom-ins over the Mediterranean area and Sahara
desert, 20N-50N, 35W-35O, OMI & TROPOMI.

Correlating intensity offset and cloud radiance fraction

To investigate the observed anti-correlation of the intensity offset with the cloud radi-
ance fraction, the two were plotted to each other. The results for OMI and TROPOMI
are shown in Figures 5a-5d. The 2D logarithmic histographs show the trend and oc-
currences of the intensity offset as a function of the cloud radiance fraction, for land
as well as ocean pixels. Again, apart from some scatter, the land pixels show no
significant correlation of the intensity offset with cloud radiance fraction. For OMI
the scatter is quite large, but for TROPOMI the intensity offset is distributed evenly
around a slightly positive intensity offset value that seems to be independent of the
cloud radiance fraction. For the ocean pixels however, a clear trend can be observed,
with an positive offset at low cloud radiance fractions, and a near-zero offset at high
cloud radiance fractions. Although the scatter is substantial, still the largest intensity
offsets are observed at ocean pixels with a low cloud-radiance fraction, i.e. cloud-free
ocean scenes. Also, at a CRF close to 1, the land and ocean pixels seem to behave
the same. This is expected, since a high cloud radiance fraction indicates that the
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pixel is almost completely covered by a cloud, so the largest part of the light reflects
on the cloud instead of the land/ocean scenes between the clouds.

(a) Land pixels, OMI. (b) Land pixels, TROPOMI.

(c) Ocean pixels, OMI. (d) Ocean pixels, TROPOMI.

Figure 5: 2D histographs on a logarithmic scale of intensity offset as a function of cloud
radiance fraction, sum of all three orbits.

This subsection showed that the intensity offset coefficient seems to have a cor-
relation with the cloud radiance fraction for ocean scenes, but not for land scenes.
Based on these results, we chose to distinguish between cloudy pixels (CRF > 0.5,
land & ocean) and cloud-free (CRF < 0.2) land and cloud-free ocean pixels in the
analysis in the following subsections. Also, we saw that the OMI and TROPOMI re-
sults are very similar, although TROPOMI results have a significantly larger spatial
resolution. In the next subsection, the influence of including an intensity offset in the
DOAS fit on the NO2 SCD and uncertainty, as well as on the other fit variables will
be investigated. Also, OMI and TROPOMI data will be compared as a form of data
validation.
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3.2 Influence of intensity offset on fit variables

Along-track averaged NO2 SCD

First, to give an indication of the absolute values of the NO2 SCD, the along-track
averaged NO2 SCD over the Pacific Ocean is shown in Figure 6. The SCD is averaged
between 45◦N and 45◦S, and is plotted as a function of the viewing zenith angle (VZA)
for OMI as well as TROPOMI. It can be seen that although the OMI and TROPOMI
data are from different days in the year, the magnitude of the NO2 SCD over the
unpolluted Pacific Ocean is similar for both instruments. Also, it can be seen that
at higher VZAs, also the SCD increases. This is expected because the length of the
effective photon path through the atmosphere is also larger. Furthermore, it seems
that the amplitude of the fluctuations of the TROPOMI results are smaller than those
of the OMI data. Lastly, because of the large difference in magnitude of the SCD
as a function of the VZA, it is more useful to compare the SCDs without and with
intensity offset in a relative fashion, instead of in absolute differences.

Figure 6: NO2 SCD as a function of viewing zenith angle (VZA), averaged over 45◦N and
45◦S, for OMI orbit 05121 and TROPOMI orbit 00873 (Pacific Ocean).

Absolute NO2 SCD differences

To get an idea of the magnitude of the differences when taking into account the
intensity offset in the fit, the absolute differences (fit with offset minus fit without
offset) in the NO2 SCD and its uncertainty are shown in Figure 7a-7d, for OMI as well
as TROPOMI, as a function of the magnitude of the intensity offset coefficient. When
the intensity offset is included, each pixel has a certain corresponding offset value, and
a different value for the NO2 SCD compared to when it is not included. This difference
or change in the SCD and its uncertainty is plotted. Figure 7a-7d shows that aside
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from some scatter in the data, it can be seen that the absolute SCD differences for
OMI (Figure 7a) as well as TROPOMI (Figure 7b) varies linearly as a function of
increasing offset, with most points of the scatter being concentrated slightly below
zero, indicating an average slight decrease in the NO2 SCD when the intensity offset
is included in the fit. The scatter reaches differences of up to 1·1015 molecules/cm2,
which is quite significant taking into account the average SCD magnitudes presented
in Figure 6. The differences in the uncertainties on the SCDs, shown in Figure
7c for OMI and Figure 7d for TROPOMI, also decrease with increasing intensity
offset. However, there is a decrease for positive as well as negative intensity offsets,
indicating that independent of the sign of the intensity offset, the uncertainty on
the SCD decreases if the intensity offset has a certain magnitude. Still, most points
are scattered around zero, which is associated with a high CRF as was seen in the
previous subsection.

(a) NO2 SCD difference, OMI. (b) NO2 SCD difference, TROPOMI.

(c) NO2 SCD uncertainty difference, OMI.
(d) NO2 SCD uncertainty difference,
TROPOMI.

Figure 7: 2D histographs of absolute differences of NO2 SCD and its error (with offset -
without offset), for OMI and TROPOMI data.
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Relative NO2 SCD differences

As was mentioned earlier, to be able to compare the SCDs without and with an inten-
sity offset, it is useful to define the relative differences. In the following data analyses,
the relative SCD difference is defined as 100% · (SCDwith − SCDwithout)/SCDwithout,
where ‘with’ and ‘without’ are indicating whether the intensity offset is included or
not. First, it can be seen from Figure 8a-8f, for cloudy as well as cloud-free land
pixels, most points lie near and around the origin, i.e. zero intensity offset and zero
change in the SCD. This would mean that including the intensity offset in the fit
induces no significant difference in the magnitude of the NO2 SCD over cloudy and
cloud-free land scenes, which is an important result. For the cloudy pixels, the cloud
of scatter is quite large. After some investigation, this scatter corresponds to ocean
pixels with a relatively low cloud radiance fraction (i.e. CRF≈0.5-0.6). For reference,
some figures illustrating this are included in the Appendix (Figure 16). For cloud-free
ocean scenes, a very different behavior can be observed, with a lot of occurrences at
significant positive intensity offsets and notable negative SCD differences. This would
mean that over cloud-free ocean scenes, there is an effect leading to positive intensity
offsets, but also a change in the NO2 SCD, with a decrease in the NO2 SCD of up to
15%, which is significant. Similar behavior is observed for OMI as well as TROPOMI
results. This result is important, since the NO2 SCDs of cloud-free Pacific Ocean
orbits are used for further data assimilation. The TROPOMI results seem to show a
kind of bimodal behavior, which after some investigations could not be connected to
any physical effect. At least the bimodal nature has nothing to do with the brightness
or albedo of the pixels, nor are they the result from different orbits. Since this seem-
ingly bimodal character has no further influence on the overall trend of the results, it
was chosen not to focus on this effect any more. Apart from this effect, the results for
OMI and TROPOMI are very similar for each type of pixel. Since TROPOMI has a
much larger spatial resolution compared to OMI, the results also show approximately
twenty times more occurrences, leading to a larger reliability of the results. Based
on these results, as well as the results that have been shown in previous subsections,
it can be said that the observed results for TROPOMI and OMI are very similar.
Since the TROPOMI results are more reliable and of higher spatial resolution, it was
chosen to only include the TROPOMI data in the following results.
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(a) OMI, cloudy pixels. (b) TROPOMI, cloudy pixels.

(c) OMI, cloud-free land pixels. (d) TROPOMI, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) OMI, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) TROPOMI, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 8: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in NO2 SCD as a function
of intensity offset, for OMI and TROPOMI data, for cloudy (CRF>0.5), cloud-free land
(CRF<0.2) and cloud-free ocean scenes.
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NO2 SCD uncertainty differences

Regarding the influence of including the intensity offset on the quality of the fit,
also the change in the uncertainties of the NO2 SCD has been investigated. Figure
9a-9f shows that for cloudy and cloud-free land pixels, most occurrences are found
around zero offset and zero SCD uncertainty differences. Again some scatter is present
for the cloudy pixels, but as was explained earlier, these correspond to pixels over
oceans with a relatively low cloud radiance fraction. The cloud-free ocean pixels
again exhibit a clear trend, showing large positive intensity offsets and a significant
decrease in the NO2 SCD uncertainty. Figure 9e shows that the uncertainty on the
NO2 SCD decreases significantly for most pixels, ranging from 0% to a decrease of
30%. This shows that only over cloud-free ocean pixels, a positive intensity offset is
present, which induces a decrease in the uncertainty of the measured SCD, i.e. the
obtained value for the SCD is more reliable when the intensity offset is taken into
account in the fit. Next to this, the results for the cloudy and cloud-free land pixels
also do not show an increase in the uncertainty. This implies that when the intensity
offset is taken into account and has a negligible magnitude, it does not change the fit
results in a negative way. These observations are in correspondence with conclusions
drawn in previous works [Richter et al., 2011,Peters et al., 2014,Peters et al., 2016].

(a) Relative change, cloudy pixels. (b) Uncertainties, cloudy pixels.
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(c) Relative change, cloud-free land pixels. (d) Uncertainties, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) Relative change, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) Uncertainties, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 9: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in NO2 SCD uncertainty as a
function of intensity offset (left), as well as 2D histographs of absolute NO2 SCD uncertainty
values, with offset vs without offset, all TROPOMI data.

Behavior of root-mean-square error

The root-mean-square (RMS) error of the fit is a measure of the fit residuals and can
thus be used to assess how well the fit is able to store the measured reflectance in the
fit parameters. It is expected though, that if a certain arbitrary constant such as the
intensity offset is taken into account in the fit, this will most likely have a positive
effect on the fit, since the fit has an extra coefficient to store information from the
measurements in. The RMS from the fit with and without an intensity offset are
plotted in Figure 10a-10c. The behavior of the histographs is similar to that of the
histographs of the NO2 SCD uncertainty differences presented before in Figure 9a-
9f. Again, almost no differences are seen for cloudy and cloud-free land pixels. A
clear decrease of the RMS can be observed for the cloud-free ocean pixels. Table 2
summarizes the mean relative change of the RMS in percentages. For the cloud-free
ocean pixels, the RMS decreases on average with 9%, indicating that most pixels over
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cloud-free oceans exhibit a significant decrease in the RMS when the intensity offset
is taken into account.

(a) Cloudy pixels. (b) Cloud-free land pixels.

(c) Cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 10: 2D histographs of RMS of fit including intensity offset vs RMS of fit without
intensity offset, TROPOMI data.

Table 2: Mean relative change (in percentages) in RMS (with - without intensity offset),
for all TROPOMI orbits.

Condition RMS mean change [%]
Cloudy −1.80
Cloud-free land −0.57
Cloud-free ocean −9.29
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Relative differences of other SCDs and uncertainties

Regarding the quality of the fit, it is not only important to investigate the changes
of the NO2 SCD and its uncertainty, but also that of other fit variables. The mean
relative differences of the SCDs and their uncertainties are tabulated in Table 3 and 4,
respectively. The plots of the relative difference of the SCDs and their uncertainties
as a function of the intensity offset can be found in the Appendix, in Figures 17-21.

For most variables and situations presented in Table 3, no strong conclusions can
be drawn, since the standard deviations on the average relative differences of the
SCDs are very large. From the Figures in the appendix it can be seen that for most
variables, the changes are minimal (i.e. around 0%) but are surrounded with a wide
scatter, causing these large uncertainties. Only the results for NO2, the cloud-free
land results of O3, O2-O2 and the Ring coefficient, and the cloud-free ocean result of
the Ring coefficient have some degree of reliability. As was seen in previous results,
from this it can be seen that minimal differences are observed over cloud-free land
scenes. The cloud-free ocean result for the Ring coefficient is notable though, clearly
showing a decrease of 20% in the Ring coefficient.

Table 3: Mean relative (percentual) changes of fit variables (with - without intensity offset),
for all TROPOMI data.

Change in SCD/
coefficient [%]

Cloudy Cloud-free
land

Cloud-free
ocean

NO2 1.5 −0.75 −5.7
O3 −5.6 −2.6 −41.4
H2O (vap) −4.1 −2.8 −14.8
O2-O2 2.3 0.87 24.2
H2O (liq) 4.0 1.0 4.3 · 102

Ring −9.8 −4.6 −20.0

From Table 4, it is seen that apart from the uncertainty on the Ring coefficient,
the uncertainties of the other SCDs behave very alike, and are similar to the results
of the RMS error presented in Table 2. It can be seen that, as was also observed
before, the uncertainties do not significantly increase of decrease over cloudy as well
as cloud-free land pixels. Next to this, for the cloud-free ocean pixels it can clearly
be seen that for all fit variables, a significant decrease in the SCD uncertainty is
observed, with a reasonable standard deviation. From the figures in the Appendix it
can be seen that the relative uncertainty differences behave very similar as that of the
NO2 SCD presented in Figure 9e. Interesting are the increases in the Ring coefficient
uncertainties, that are also paired with a relatively small standard deviation. More
discussion on this is included in the Appendix, since it is not completely relevant for
the current analysis.

It was seen that including the intensity offset in the fit has a significant influence on
the NO2 measurements and the fit quality over cloud-free ocean scenes. For almost
all fit variables and their uncertainties, no significant difference was observed over
cloudy and cloud-free land scenes. It was seen that the NO2 SCD changes noticeably
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Table 4: Mean relative (percentual) changes of fit variable uncertainties (with - without
intensity offset), for all TROPOMI data. The (similar) RMS error are tabulated in Table
2.

Change in SCD
uncertainties [%]

Cloudy Cloud-free
land

Cloud-free
ocean

NO2 −1.3 −0.07 −8.8
O3 −0.52 0.73 −8.1
H2O (vap) −1.1 0.17 −8.6
O2-O2 −1.6 −0.35 −9.1
H2O (liq) 0.66 1.9 −7.0
Ring 1.62 · 102 1.65 · 102 1.42 · 102

over cloud-free ocean scenes. Also, the RMS of the fit and the uncertainties of all
SCDs except that of the Ring effect decrease marginally over cloud-free ocean scenes.
Lastly, it was seen that the Ring effect coefficient and its uncertainty change notably
over cloud-free ocean scenes when the intensity offset is taken into account. From
these observations, it can be said that including the intensity offset can have a positive
impact on the quality of the fit, without disturbing the fit results in cases where it
plays no role. The clear correlation of the intensity offset with cloud-free ocean pixels
will be investigated in the following subsection.
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3.3 In-depth investigation on physical representation

Correlation liquid water coefficient and intensity offset

The clear correlation of the intensity offset with cloud-free ocean pixels suggests that
there is an effect over cloud-free oceans that is causing this magnitude of the intensity
offset, that is possibly not (fully) compensated for currently in the fit. To examine
this effect, the correlation of the intensity offset with the liquid water coefficient is
investigated. The liquid water coefficient is different from a slant column density, since
it represents the penetration depth in a liquid water body that the light is able to pass
through without being absorbed, before being reflected back to the atmosphere and
the satellite instrument. Figure 11a-11c shows the intensity offset as a function of the
absolute liquid water coefficient (obtained from the fit including the intensity offset),
for cloudy, cloud-free land and cloud-free ocean scenes. First, it can be seen that
for the cloudy and cloud-free land scenes, the liquid water coefficient is concentrated
around zero. This is expected, since over these scenes, no significant bodies of liquid
water are present. Also the intensity offsets are nearly zero at these scenes, which
is an observation that was also made in the previous subsections. Interestingly, over
cloud-free ocean pixels, the intensity offset seems to almost linearly increase as a
function of the liquid water coefficient: most occurrences are found at positive liquid
water coefficients and positive intensity offsets. This result asks for more investigation
on the correlation of the intensity offset with ocean water.

(a) Cloudy pixels. (b) Cloud-free land pixels.
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(c) Cloud-free ocean pixels

Figure 11: 2D histograph of intensity offset as a function of liquid water coefficient (with
offset), for cloudy and cloud-free land & ocean pixels, all TROPOMI orbits.

Pacific ocean maps

To investigate the correlation of the intensity offset with the ocean scenes on a global
scale, the magnitudes of several variables over the Pacific Ocean are shown in Figure
12a-12d.Maps of the NO2 and its uncertainty (Figure 22a, 22b) are included in the
Appendix for additional reference.

In Figure 12a and 12b, the cloud radiance fraction (CRF) and liquid water coef-
ficient of the fit including intensity offset are shown. It can be seen that for a part
of the cloud-free scenes, there is a significant liquid water coefficient. However, for
the cloud-free ocean part around the equator, there is almost no liquid water coef-
ficient measured. This is because the ocean water is usually opaque here, and light
will reflect on the water surface instead of penetrate the surface and be absorbed
by liquid water. The opacity of the ocean water is related to the concentration of
chlorophyll, as this will increase the reflectivity of the ocean surface. A map of the
global chlorophyll (Appendix, Figure 23), shows that the chlorophyll concentration is
indeed larger near the equator.

The magnitude of the intensity offset and the absolute Ring effect coefficient
difference are shown in Figure 12c and 12d. With the cloud patterns in mind, it can
be seen that only at cloud-free scenes, the intensity offset and the Ring coefficient
difference are significant, as was already observed before. However, it can also be seen
that a clear correlation exists between the magnitude of the intensity offset and the
magnitude of the Ring coefficient difference, as well as with the liquid water coefficient.
The intensity offset and the Ring coefficient difference behave very similar, and the
largest magnitudes are found over cloud-free ocean scenes where also a liquid water
coefficient is present, i.e. clear water scenes. For opaque water scenes, also positive
magnitudes of the intensity offset and Ring coefficient difference are observed, albeit
much smaller than for clear water scenes.
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(a) Cloud radiance fraction. (b) Liquid water coefficient (with offset).

(c) Intensity offset. (d) Ring effect coefficient difference.

Figure 12: Zoom-ins of several variables, Earth maps from 170E-90W, 40S-40N, TROPOMI
orbit 873 (Pacific ocean).
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Relative Ring coefficient differences

Figure 12 show that there is a correlation between the intensity offset and the Ring
coefficient difference, most notable over clear cloud-free ocean scenes. Figure 13a-13b
show the relative differences of the Ring effect coefficient as a function of the intensity
offset, for opaque water pixels and clear water pixels, over cloud-free ocean scenes only.
To recall, opaque oceans have been defined by a liquid water coefficient of 0.5m or
less, and clear oceans as 1.0m or more. This distinction is slightly arbitrary, but is
based on the observations from the maps shown in Figure 12a-12d. The intensity
offset and Ring coefficient difference show a linear relationship. Furthermore, the
magnitudes are the largest for the clear ocean water scenes, with the Ring coefficient
decreasing up to 40%. Note that for the clear water scenes there are no pixels that do
not exhibit any change in the Ring coefficient when the intensity offset is included in
the fit. This shows that any effect the intensity offset is compensating for is present
for all clear cloud-free ocean pixels, and that the retrieved Ring coefficient is affected
for all of these pixels as well.

(a) Opaque ocean. (b) Clear ocean.

Figure 13: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in Ring effect coefficient as a
function of intensity offset, in opaque and clear cloud-free oceans, TROPOMI data.

Residual spectra and VRS

The previous results show that the intensity offset only has a significant magnitude
over clear cloud-free ocean scenes, where also the Ring effect coefficient (which ac-
counts for rotational Raman scattering, RRS) changes significantly. These specific
results seem to point in the direction of vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) on liquid
water molecules, a scattering effect that is currently not included in the fit. VRS is,
similarly to RRS, an inelastic scattering effect, which could explain the interference
with the Ring effect coefficient. Next to this, VRS on water only occurs on liquid
water molecules, which could explain the correlation with the liquid water coefficient
and the fact that an effect is only observed for cloud-free ocean scenes (i.e. where
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liquid water is present). Also, several previous works also suggested that the in-
tensity offset is able to correct for VRS on liquid water [Richter et al., 2011, Peters
et al., 2014,Lampel et al., 2015]. Including a separate VRS reference spectrum in the
DOAS fit might shed more light on the issue, but at the moment there is no VRS
cross-section suitable for use in TROPOMI retrievals available at KNMI and it is not
trivial to create such a reference spectrum. However, it is possible to investigate the
fit residuals and see if there are typical spectral features of VRS to be found.

Since VRS on liquid water is an inelastic scattering process, light that is scattered
will lose some of this energy so that spectral features are shifted to higher wavelengths,
which leads to a filling-in of solar Fraunhofer lines in the Earth radiance spectrum
(similar to the Ring effect, but of different magnitude). For VRS the wavelength shift
is around 40-60nm [Peters et al., 2014,Lampel et al., 2015], so that spectral features
in the wavelength range 340-400 nm may affect the DOAS retrieval in the NO2 fit
window (405-465 nm). Of specific interest are in this case the two very strong Ca+

absorption lines, occuring at 393nm and 396nm [Vountas et al., 1998, Lampel et al.,
2015].

To investigate this, the residual spectra of two pixels over the Pacific Ocean,
TROPOMI orbit 00873, have been examined. For both pixels, the fitting has been
performed without and with intensity offset. The first pixel, number 664424, is over
a cloudy ocean scene, and shows a near-zero intensity offset if it is included. The
second pixels, number 667131, is over a cloud-free clear water scene which exhibits a
large intensity offset if it is included in the fit. Table 5 lists some additional useful
information.

Table 5: Geographic as well as fit details of TROPOMI orbit 00873 pixels over the Pacific
Ocean.

Pixel no. (scanline,
row nr)

664424
(1482,230)

667131
(1476,223)

Longitude [◦] -133.6 -133.5
Latitude [◦] -30.8 -30.4
CRF [-] 0.92 0.07
Offset included? No Yes No Yes
RMS [-] 7.75e-4 7.73e-4 11.71e-4 8.39e-4
H2O liq coeff. [m] 0.84 0.79 8.48 7.63
Ring coeff. [-] -1.79e-2 -1.63e-2 -5.84e-2 -3.52e-2
Offset [-] - 0.15e-2 - 2.16e-2

As a reference, the residual spectra of pixel 664424 are included in Figure 14. This
is a cloudy pixels, and as can be seen in Table 5, the differences between the fit results
without and with intensity offset are minimal. Also the residual spectra of the two
fits do not show any clear differences.

The residual spectra of pixel 667131, presented in Figure 15, show a different
behavior. This is a pixel over a clear, cloud-free ocean scene, with a large liquid
water coefficient. As can be seen from Table 5, also the magnitude of the intensity
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offset is large, and furthermore the difference in the Ring coefficient and the decrease
in the RMS are considerable. The residuals look quite similar (note the different
axis scale), apart from a significant peak around 430nm. If one looks closer, these
are actually two peaks, separated by a few nanometers. Regarding the approximate
wavelength shift of 40nm that is caused by VRS on liquid water, these could very well
be the two Ca+ lines in the Fraunhofer spectrum that have been shifted. It can be
seen that these peaks occur in the residual spectrum for the fit without any intensity
offset, but have disappeared almost completely from the residual spectrum when the
intensity offset is taken into account. This shows quite clearly that a signal that is
most likely caused by VRS on liquid water molecules, may be compensated for when
an intensity offset is included in the fit.

(a) Without offset. (b) With offset.

Figure 14: Spectra of fit residuals for TROPOMI orbit 873, pixel 664424 (cloudy, Pacific
Ocean, near equator), obtained via QDOAS.

(a) Without offset. (b) With offset.

Figure 15: Spectra of fit residuals for TROPOMI orbit 873, pixel 667131 (cloud-free, Pacific
Ocean, near equator), obtained via QDOAS (note the different axis scale).

In this subsection, an in-depth investigation was performed on the physical mean-
ing of the intensity offset. It was seen that the intensity offset increases approximately
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linear as a function of the liquid water coefficient. Also, the relative difference of the
Ring effect coefficient decreases almost linearly with the intensity offset, with the
largest magnitudes reached over clear, chlorophyll-free ocean scenes. Lastly, it was
seen that the residual spectrum of a pixel where VRS on liquid water may play a
role shows two large peaks if an intensity offset is not included, while these peaks are
almost gone when including an intensity offset. Since the presence of the two peaks
may correspond to the VRS induced wavelength shift of two strong absorption lines,
it looks like the intensity offset is compensating for VRS effects on liquid water.
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4 Conclusions & recommendations

In view of the recent launch of Sentinel 5p carrying the measurement instrument
TROPOMI and an update of the NO2 retrieval software, certain details concerning
the DOAS retrievals are re-evaluated, with a focus on the so-called intensity offset:
an empirical coefficient that is reported in literature to account for a variety of in-
strumental as well as atmospheric effects, but is not well described. In this work, the
following research question was posed: What is the physical meaning of the DOAS
intensity offset, and what is the influence of its inclusion on the fit performance? In
this last section, the conclusions will be summarized in order to answer the research
question. Also, some recommendations will be given regarding future research on this
topic.

Conclusions

First, it was seen that only over cloud-free ocean scenes, the intensity offset shows a
significant magnitude. Over cloudy and cloud-free land scenes, the magnitude of the
intensity offset is near-zero for most pixels.

Secondly, it was seen that over these cloud-free ocean scenes, including the inten-
sity offset has a small but notable influence on the NO2 SCDs, decreasing between
0%-15%, and on average approximately 4%. However, the uncertainty of the NO2

SCD decreases up to 30% and on average around 8%. Also, the uncertainties of the
SCDs of O3, O2-O2 and vapor H2O and of the liquid water coefficient, as well as
the root-mean-square of the fit, all decrease with on average 7%-9% over cloud-free
ocean scenes. Furthermore, there was no significant decrease nor increase of these
uncertainties reported over cloudy and cloud-free land scenes. Also, the values of the
SCDs did not change significantly over cloudy and cloud-free land scenes. Only the
Ring effect coefficient and its uncertainty showed a change, which are not the focus in
the NO2 retrieval. From all these observations, it can be concluded that including the
intensity offset in the DOAS fit has a significant positive influence on the fit results
over cloud-free ocean scenes, while not affecting the fit results over other scenes.

Thirdly, it was seen that over cloud-free ocean scenes, the magnitude of the in-
tensity offset seems to increase linearly with increasing liquid water coefficient. Also,
a clear correlation with the Ring coefficient was found, showing that the magnitude
of the intensity offset relates almost linearly with a decrease in the retrieved Ring
coefficient. It was found that this decrease of the Ring coefficient is the largest over
clear, chlorophyll-free cloud-free ocean scenes, were also the largest intensity offsets
are found. This decrease of the Ring coefficient ranges from 5%-40%, with on average
a decrease of 20% over clear cloud-free oceans. It was also seen that the residual
spectrum of a clear, cloud-free ocean pixel shows two peaks that are most likely re-
lated to a wavelength shift of the two Ca+ peaks in the solar Fraunhofer spectrum
caused by vibrational Raman scattering (VRS) on liquid water molecules. When the
intensity offset is included in the fit, these peaks disappear almost completely from
the residual spectrum. From all these observations, it can be concluded that the
intensity offset is able to remove spectral features most likely related to VRS, that
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might be partially captured by the Ring effect coefficient when the intensity offset is
not taken into account.

Regarding the research question, it can be said that the intensity offset is capable
of compensating at least partially for spectral features related to vibrational Raman
scattering on liquid water molecules. Also, its inclusion has a positive influence on
the fit performance over cloud-free ocean scenes, and induces no change over other
scenes.

Recommendations

First, regarding the fit performance, it can be recommended that the intensity offset
should be included in the DOAS fitting procedure. This recommendation is based
on the conclusions that the fit results show significantly lower RMS and SCD error
estimates over cloud-free ocean scenes when the intensity offset is taken into account,
while its inclusion does not result in any negative effects over cloudy and cloud-free
scenes.

However, regarding the conclusion that the intensity offset most likely compen-
sates for VRS on liquid water molecules, it can also be recommended to include a
VRS cross section in the DOAS fit, similarly as a Ring effect cross-section. For this
purpose, it is needed to further investigate the Fraunhofer line filling-in that VRS
on liquid water exactly causes, in order to derive a differential cross-section that is
able to compensate for VRS in the fit. This implementation would obviously be more
physical than to include an arbitrary empirical parameter such as the intensity offset.

Also, it is important to validate the obtained values for the Ring coefficient, as well
as the NO2 SCD, in order to investigate if the fit including the intensity offset produces
results that are closer to reality. At least the validation of the NO2 SCD values over
the Pacific Ocean is important, since these values are used for the assimilation of the
stratospheric columns of NO2.

Next to this, for future work it is also suggested to investigate the inclusion of the
intensity offset on specific scenes, such as coastal areas and polluted areas, to see if
it might also affect specific scenes over land, for example.

Lastly, it may be worth to investigate possible compensation of straylight by
including the intensity offset in the fit, as reported in the literature, especially over
scenes where VRS does not play a role.
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7 Appendices

List of abbreviations

• CRF Cloud Radiance Fraction

• DOAS Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

• OMI Ozone Monitoring Instrument

• QA4ECV Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables

• RMS Root-Mean-Square

• RRS Rotational Raman Scattering

• SCD Slant Column Density

• TROPOMI TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument

• VRS Vibrational Raman Scattering

• VZA Viewing Zenith Angle
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Overview of TROPOMI SCD and uncertainty changes

Cloudy land and ocean scenes

(a) Cloudy land pixels. (b) Cloudy ocean pixels.

(c) Cloudy ocean pixels, 0.5 <CRF< 0.6. (d) Cloudy ocean pixels, 0.9 <CRF< 1.0.

Figure 16: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in NO2 SCD as a function
of intensity offset, TROPOMI data, for cloudy land and several gradations of cloudy ocean
scenes.
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O3 SCD changes

(a) SCD, cloudy pixels. (b) SCD uncertainty, cloudy pixels.

(c) SCD, cloud-free land pixels. (d) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) SCD, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 17: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in O3 SCD and SCD uncer-
tainties as a function of intensity offset, TROPOMI data. Note the scale of the y-axes.
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O2-O2 SCD changes

(a) SCD, cloudy pixels. (b) SCD uncertainty, cloudy pixels.

(c) SCD, cloud-free land pixels. (d) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) SCD, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 18: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in O2-O2 complex SCD and
SCD uncertainties as a function of intensity offset, TROPOMI data. Note the scale of the
y-axes.
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H2O vapor SCD changes

(a) SCD, cloudy pixels. (b) SCD uncertainty, cloudy pixels.

(c) SCD, cloud-free land pixels. (d) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) SCD, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 19: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in H2O vapor SCD and SCD
uncertainties as a function of intensity offset, TROPOMI data. Note the scale of the y-axes.
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Liquid water coefficient changes

(a) SCD, cloudy pixels. (b) SCD uncertainty, cloudy pixels.

(c) SCD, cloud-free land pixels. (d) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free land pixels.

(e) SCD, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 20: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in liquid water coefficient
and its uncertainty as a function of intensity offset, TROPOMI data. Note the scale of the
y-axes.
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Ring effect coefficient changes

When looking at the results, it can be seen that the Ring coefficient uncertainty dif-
ferences behave similar to that of the other fit variable uncertainties, however shifted
upwards with 160%. This is a strange result, especially because also over cloudy and
cloud-free land pixels there seems to be an effect, while this was not observed before
with any other variable change. Unfortunately, after some investigating, it was not
found what caused this increase, but it is expected to have something to do with the
implementation of the Ring effect and the intensity offset in the QDOAS equation, as
shown in Equations 2-4. Since the Ring effect and intensity offset are implemented
similarly, this might cause an interference, thus increasing the uncertainty on the Ring
effect coefficient, as was also previously reported [Lampel et al., 2015]. However, this
is just a suggestion, and not a hard conclusion.

(a) SCD, cloudy pixels. (b) SCD uncertainty, cloudy pixels.

(c) SCD, cloud-free land pixels. (d) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free land pixels.
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(e) SCD, cloud-free ocean pixels. (f) SCD uncertainty, cloud-free ocean pixels.

Figure 21: 2D histographs of relative change (in percentages) in Ring effect coefficient and
its uncertainty as a function of intensity offset, TROPOMI data. Note the scale of the
y-axes.

Additional maps

Maps of NO2 and uncertainty over Pacific Ocean

(a) NO2 SCD difference. (b) NO2 SCD uncertainty difference.

Figure 22: Zoom-ins of several variables, Earth maps from 170E-90W, 40S-40N, TROPOMI
orbit 873 (Pacific ocean). Note the NO2 SCD units: 1 mol/m2 = 6.022·1019 molec/cm2.
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Chlorophyll map

World map of chlorophyll presence over oceans and coastal areas, averaged from
December 11th to 19th, 2017. Image produced with the Giovanni online data system
of NASA GES DISC.

Figure 23: Eight-day average chlorophyll concentration, reference MODIS/Aqua, NASA.
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